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With Bitcoin momentarily crossing above $70,000, the general crypto market sentiment turns
more bullish, driving the altcoins to surge higher. Amidst the market jump, the meme coins are the
torchbearers of the bull run.

In this guide, we introduce the best meme coins to buy in Canada during the June bull run based on
our market analysis, thus offering best options for Canadian investors with huge interest in meme
coins.
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What is Meme Coin?

Meme coin is a category of cryptocurrencies inspired by memes, characterized by playful branding
and often driven by social media buzz. As a unique genre of cryptocurrencies, meme coin has gained
significant popularity in the digital asset market.
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Best Meme Coins To Buy in Canada For June 2024

Next, we are going to list the best meme coins to buy in Canada during the June bull run, thus
helping Canadian investors with huge interest in meme coins choose the right coin to invest.

Pepe (PEPE)
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Falling way behind DOGE and SHIB in terms of market capitalisation, Pepe is a meme coin based on
a meme popularised by the often-problematic image board website, 4chan. Since launched in April
2023, Pepe Coin has rapidly gone viral. Because of its unique deflationary mechanisms and
redistribution systems, Pepe Coin received large large popularity among investors.

Since the approval of spot ETH ETFs by SEC, the overall crypto market is basically bullish. The
initial bull run of 2024 was ignited by the PEPE price rally which FLOKI, BONK, WIF, etc later
followed

Considering the current state of Pepe (PEPE) and its potential as an investment, there are huge
attraction for Canadian investors to explore this meme cryptocurrency, believing it is a good
investment option for Canadian traders in this June. It is estimated that by the end of 2024, Pepe
Coin price can be traded at a maximum price of around $0.00002.

The following sets forth the

Pepe Char

Click following button to buy PEPE meme coin now↓

[TRADE_PLUGIN]PEPEUSDT,PEPEUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

Floki Inu (FLOKI)
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Floki Inu (FLOKI) is a dog-themed meme coin that was initially inspired by Elon Musk’s Shiba Inu
dog. Launched in June 2021 when Elon Musk tweeted that he would be naming his pet Shiba Inu
“Floki”, Floki Inu (FLOKI) aims to attract fans of both cryptocurrency and Elon Musk. Since its
inception, Floki Inu (FLOKI) has seen large price rally. In terms of market cap, Floki Inu
(FLOKI) is 46th largest cryptocurrency.

As a leading meme coin in the digital asset market, Floki Inu (FLOKI) has shown massive gains in
the early of June, outperforming the border crypto market as holders profit from their
investments. Notably, Floki Inu (FLOKI) jumped 69.78% in the past month. Additionally, the meme
coin witnessed a rise of 780.41$ in one year, the data from CoinMarketCap confirms.

With its excellent performance in current market and investors’ growing interests, Floki Inu looks
poised for more growth in the evolving cryptocurrency landscape. Therefore, we list Floki Inu
(FLOKI) as one of the best meme coins for Canadian investors to buy in this June.

The following sets forth the FLOKI to USD Chart.
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Click following button to buy FLOKI meme coin now↓

[TRADE_PLUGIN]FLOKIUSDT,FLOKIUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

dogwifhat (WIF) 
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dogwifhat (WIF) is a decentralized Solana-based meme coin that features a Shiba dog wearing a pink
knitted hat. In a growing meme coin landscape, dogwifhat (WIF) is a new star created in
2023. Known for its high-speed and low-cost transactions, dogwifhat (WIF) has seen a remarkable
increase in both popularity and market value since its launch in November 2023.

Despite its lack of functional use, dogwifhat (WIF) still draws a lot of attraction from supporters with
its lighthearted nature and strong community ethos. Just in last week, dogwifhat (WIF) continued
40% rally as it nears all-time high. With a resurgence in demand for the meme coin, WIF price is
expected to spike to the $6.49 mark.

 

Th following sets forth the WIF to USD Chart.

dogwifhat Chart

Click following button to buy WIF meme coin now↓

[TRADE_PLUGIN]WIFUSDT,WIFUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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Conclusion

Given recent remarkable performance, meme coins emerge as potential candidates for investors
seeking high returns in June 2024. Amid a favorable environment, we are confident that investing
above-mentioned meme coins is a right choice for Canadian traders looking for huge profit.

However, as the primary significance of meme coins is rooted in their association with meme
culture, instead of possessing inherent value or a specific purpose, these coins are notably prone to
price fluctuations. Therefore, traders are advised to be well-informed and cautious before making
any investment choice.
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